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Models of electron transport through organic molecular monolayers self-assembled
on nanoscale metallic contacts

Eldon G. Emberly1 and George Kirczenow2
1NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence Way, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

2Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada V5A 1S6
~Received 10 May 2001; published 27 November 2001!

We propose a model of electrical conduction through self-assembled monolayers~SAM’s! of organic mol-
ecules that bridge the gap between a pair of nanoscale metallic contacts. In this model each molecule bonds
chemically to only one of the contacts. For dense SAM’s the dominant electric current path is through two
overlapping molecules each bonded to a different metal contact whereas for dilute SAM’s the current flows
through a single molecule. The model accounts quantitatively for the experimental data of M. A. Reedet al.
@Science278, 252 ~1997!# on gold break junctions containing benzene-dithiol~BDT! SAM’s, including the
magnitude of the measured differential conductance. It also accounts for the striking differences between the
data on the Au/BDT system and the recent measurements of J. Reichertet al. @cond-mat/0106219, 2001
~unpublished!# on a somewhat different system, namely, the strong asymmetry of the current-voltage charac-
teristic and the larger size of the differential conductance found in latter experiments. We also present calcu-
lations of electron transport through dense and dilute SAM’s of SC6H4S-CH3 molecules. Experiments on these
systems should test the validity of the proposed model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.235412 PACS number~s!: 73.61.Ph, 73.23.2b, 73.50.Fq
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years there have been several rem
able experiments measuring electrical conduction thro
small organic molecules connecting nanoscale meta
contacts.1–6 The experiments showed that these novel m
lecular wire systems have a variety of interesting transp
properties such as rectification,3 negative differential
resistance,7 and switching behavior4 to name just a few.
There has also been theoretical work providing insights i
the measured phenomena.2,8–15

Some of these molecular wire experiments involved
measurement of the electrical conductance of self-assem
molecular monolayers~SAM’s! bridging a mechanically
controlled metal break junction.1,6 A break junction is made
by spanning two metallic contacts by a metallic nanowi
which is then stretched and broken using piezos. This yie
two atomically sharp metallic nanocontacts. In t
experiments1,6 the break junction was exposed to a soluti
of the organic molecule of interest. The molecules, wh
were functionalized at both ends with a chemical group t
binds with the metal, self-assembled onto both of the me
lic tips. The solution was then evaporated, leaving beh
two metal tips coated with organic molecules. The tips w
then brought together, a bias voltage was applied betw
them and the resulting electric current that flowed from tip
tip through the SAM’s was measured.

In the first experiment of this type 1,4 benzene-dith
~BDT! molecules formed the self-assembled monolayers
the tips of a gold break junction.1 The break junction was
exposed to a solution of BDT for a long period of tim
resulting in high coverage SAM’s on both gold tips. Me
surements on this system at room temperature displaye
apparently insulating region for bias values between appr
mately 20.7 and 0.7 volts, nearly symmetric differenti
0163-1829/2001/64~23!/235412~8!/$20.00 64 2354
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conductance in the range from24 to 14 volts and some
asymmetry at higher bias. The measured conductance
much lower than the quantum 2e2/h that sets the conduc
tance scale for single-channel metallic nanowires; the fi
conductance plateau occurred at a resistance of 22M o
More recently, experiments have been performed with si
lar but somewhat larger molecules, with SAM’s of muc
lower coverage on the gold tips.6 These systems displaye
quite different properties than in the first experiment: T
differential conductance was sometimes asymmetric and
current could only be measured to approximately 1 volt
fore breakdown occurred. The measured current was
larger than in the first experiment, a resistance of 1 M o
being measured at a bias of 1 V. The reasons for these
ferences are not fully understood, however it has be
suggested6 that the conductance asymmetry observed in
latter experiments6 may be due to the molecule being mo
strongly coupled electrically to one metal tip than to t
other.

There have been several theoretical studies of the B
gold break-junction system and they have yielded qual
tively similar results.11,13–15All of these studies considered
single molecule bridging the two gold contacts with a chem
cal bond formed between each gold tip and the molec
They all found a region of lower differential conductance
low bias due to the Fermi level of the gold contacts falli
within the HOMO-LUMO gap of the molecule, and stron
increases in the differential conductance at higher biases
to the onset of transport through resonant states of the m
ecule hybridized with the metal tips. The calculated cond
tance curves were symmetric in the bias voltage since
molecule was assumed to be bonded symmetrically to
two gold contacts. These features of the calculated cond
tance resemble the experimental data qualitatively and
increases in the calculated conductance occur at values o
bias voltage similar to those in the experiment. However
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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magnitudes of the calculated electric currents and differen
conductances11,13–15 exceeded the experimentally measur
values1 by factors ranging from approximately 20 to seve
hundred, depending on the specifics of the molecular w
geometry being modeled.

In this article, we explore an alternate explanation of
first experiment1 and find that it is able to account for th
observed data. The first puzzle that it addresses is why
observed conductance is so low, even though it has b
demonstrated theoretically11,13–15that the system has the po
tential to exhibit much higher conductances. A second qu
tion that it addresses is why the observed current-volt
characteristic of the system changes little when the br
junction with the SAM’s is pulled apart and brought ba
together many times at room temperature,1 even though
within the framework of the previous theoretical models t
process would require the breaking of chemical bonds
the attendant local disruption and possible rearrangemen
the SAM’s and/or gold atoms involved in the bonding.
third question that it addresses is why one experiment1 dis-
plays a symmetric differential conductance curve while
other6 is occasionally asymmetric. It also accounts for t
magnitude of the measured conductance being consider
larger in the second experiment6 than in the first.1

In the model that we propose here, each molecule
chemically bonded to only one contact. In the fir
experiment1 where the SAM coverage is high, we sugge
that the current is carried not through one single molec
but through~at least! an overlapping pair of molecules, wit
one molecule bonded to each tip. It has been previou
shown theoretically, that having neighboring molecu
through which the current can flow can have importa
consequences.9 Here we consider the effects that overlappi
BDT molecules may have in the break-junction measu
ment.

In the present model the low observed conductance in
first experiment1 is a consequence of the weak electrical co
pling between the two overlapping molecules: Although ea
molecule may have strong electrical coupling to the lead
which it is attached, the rate limiting step is the transmiss
of electrons between the two molecules. This is akin to e
trical conduction in graphite, which consists of stack
graphene layers: The in-plane conductivity is metallic, wh
the conductivity perpendicular to the planes is lower by t
or more orders of magnitude.16 In the present model becaus
no chemical bonds are formed between the overlapping m
ecules or between the two leads, the SAM’s are easily pu
apart with no requirement for bond breaking and the proc
is reversible. Regarding the observed symmetric behavio
the differential conductance,1 we argue that this symmetr
arises from the system having the ability to sample all p
sible energetically favorable configurations of the overla
ping molecules. Hence even though a given configuration
the two molecules may be asymmetric, because of ther
fluctuations the mirror configuration will also be sample
Hence the average over the transport properties of all c
figurations yields a symmetric result, the small resid
asymmetry of the current voltage characteristic in the fi
experiment1 being due to differences between the atom
23541
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structures of the two tips. For experiments where the SA
coverage is low, asymmetric coupling can occur between
two metallic contacts.6 This has been shown to lead to asym
metric differential conductance.17 The break down at rela
tively low bias in the second experiment occurs because
gold tips form a short, since they are not stabilized by
dense SAM.6

Finally an experiment comes readily to mind that wou
test the above explanation: Instead of using a molecule
has thiols on both ends, consider a molecule that is cap
on one end by a group such as CH3 that is known not to form
a chemical bond to gold18 so that a single moleculecannot
bond toboth metal tips. We show below that if the tips ar
coated with dense SAM’s of such molecules then behav
very similar to that observed in the BDT break junctio
system1 should occur because the current would be carr
through a pair of overlapping molecules rather than throu
a single molecule. However, for low density SAM’s whe
the occurrence of an overlapping pair of molecules at the
is unlikely, asymmetric differential conductance should
observed. Our calculations for the CH3-capped BDT system
also indicate that if the current flows from contact to cont
through asingle molecule quite high electron transmissio
probabilities can be obtained even if only one end of
molecule bonds chemically to a metal contact. This offer
possible explanation as to why the conductance observe
the second experiment6 was larger than in the first.17

In Sec. II we briefly discuss the possible configurations
the BDT–gold break-junction system that have been p
posed previously together with our proposal of overlapp
BDT molecules bonded to the opposing metal tips, in re
tion to what is known experimentally and theoretically abo
the structure and energetics of SAM’s of similar molecu
on gold surfaces. In Sec. III we summarize the method t
we use to calculate the electron transport properties of
systems in Sec. II, and then present the results of our ca
lations. We also present our results for a system that can
used for an experimental test of our suggestion that the
rent flows through overlapping molecules in the BDT–go
break-junction system. Our conclusions are given in Sec.

II. STRUCTURAL AND ENERGETIC CONSIDERATIONS

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show a single 1,4 benzene-dithio
~BDT! molecule bridging a pair of gold nano-contacts. T
two configurations shown are representative of those
have been studied theoretically to date.11,13–15In Fig. 1~a! the
sulfur end groups bind over a hollow site on the gold tips@in
this case a fourfold site on~100! gold tips#. In this configu-
ration there is strong chemical and electrical coupling
tween the golds and d valence orbitals with thep and s
states on the molecule. In Fig. 1~b!, the sulfur atoms chemi-
cally bind over a single gold atom on each tip. In this ca
the valences orbital on the gold atom is only electricall
coupled to thes states on the molecule because of symm
try, while thed andp orbitals on the gold atom have electr
cal coupling to bothp ands states on the molecule. There
no overwhelming evidence in the literature for either co
figuration~a! or ~b!. A self-consistent study of SCH3 on gold
2-2
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MODELS OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 235412
showed that it is energetically favorable for the sulfur to
over hollow sites on the gold surface.19 Experimental work
on SAM’s made of thiol-containing molecules seem to g
evidence of both configurations.20,21 SAM’s where the sul-
furs bind over hollow sites tend to have the molecules o
ented perpendicular to the surface, while those where bo
ing occurs on top of a Au atom or on a bridge site tend
have the molecules tilted with respect to the surfa
normal.22 In the next section, transport results will be pr
sented for these two configurations showing that neithe
them adequately explains the experimental findings.

Instead of the above configurations that involve only
single molecule in an essential way, we propose that
current may flow through overlapping molecules as is illu
trated in Fig. 1~c!. For the experiment where the break jun
tion was exposed to a solution of BDT for a long period
time,1 it is reasonable to assume that most of the poss
binding sites on each gold surface would be occupied. He
when the SAM-coated tips are brought together it seems
likely that a single molecule would be able to form chemic
bonds toboth contacts. Instead, we suggest that oppos

FIG. 1. Schematic of the molecular wire configurations cons
ered. In all cases, the gold clusters shown correspond to~100! gold
tips. The molecule depicted is 1,4 benzene-dithiol~ate! ~BDT!. ~a!
Hollow site binding of the end sulfur atoms to the gold tips.~b!
On-site binding of the end sulfur atoms to the gold tips.~c! Over-
lapping BDT molecules with rings oriented roughly perpendicula
to each other, with hollow site binding to the gold tips.
23541
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molecules on each tip overlap as is shown in the figure. T
ends of the molecules that do not bond chemically to a g
surface remain as thiols~SH!.

Since two molecules are involved it is necessary to c
sider the orientation of each molecule with respect to
other: Because the experiment was done at ro
temperature1 it is reasonable to assume each molecule to
subject to vibrational and rotational excitations. With tw
neighboring molecules, steric constraints also should pla
role. Although, undoubtedly, both molecules rotate and
brate with respect to each other we argue that on average
faces of the two benzene rings should be oriented perp
dicularly to each other because of electrostatic effects.
rings of carbons in similar molecules have been shown
have negative charge on their sides, whereas the hydro
all have positive charge.22 Thus a favorable configuration o
two rings which minimizes the electrostatic energy should
one in which they are oriented perpendicularly to each oth
this has been found to give rise to herring-bone pattern
molecular dynamics simulations of SAM’s of benzene-th
and similar molecules on gold.22 Figure 1~c! shows a pos-
sible configuration, where each molecule on the tip is bon
over a hollow site and the molecules orient themselves
avoid steric clashes and minimize the electrostatic forces
tween them. In this configuration there is strong chemi
and electrical coupling between a given molecule and
gold lead to which it is attached, but weak electrical coupli
between the overlapping molecules.

III. ELECTRON TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS

Before presenting the results of our transport calculati
for the above systems, we comment briefly on the theoret
method that we use.11 In the literature a variety of technique
have been used to evaluate the transport properties of
lecular wire systems. Most calculate the current using
Landauer approach which relates the electric current
single-electron scattering.23,24 Where they differ is in how
they solve the scattering problem. Here, methods range f
semiempirical tight-binding approaches2,8,11,12 to self-
consistent techniques with varying degrees
sophistication,10,14,25–28and more recently full many-body
treatment.29 Depending on the system being studied, the
proaches yield qualitatively and often quantitatively simi
results.10,30

In this study our principal objective is to compare th
currents and conductances calculated for quite different m
els that involve large numbers of atoms, and to include
effects of disorder. The calculated currents and conductan
differ from model to model by orders of magnitude. Becau
of this a semiempirical tight-binding approach to the soluti
of the scattering problem is sufficiently accurate for t
present purpose while being well suited to treating the la
numbers of atoms involved.~However later in this section
we also discuss qualitatively some of the effects that sho
be expected from self-consistent corrections to the scatte
potential.! In order to make a proper comparison between
predictions of the different models possible we present
results for the new model introduced in this article togeth

-

2-3
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ELDON G. EMBERLY AND GEORGE KIRCZENOW PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 235412
with the results of new calculations for the systems shown
Figs. 1~a!and 1~b! for the same values of the model param
eters.

In our calculations we solve Schro¨dinger’s equation
H($q%,V)uCa&5EuCa& for the single particle scatterin
stateuCa& for all propagating modes$a% with energyE in
both the left and right leads. We use an extended Hu¨ckel
HamiltonianH, which implicitly depends on the charge di
tribution $q% and explicitly depends on the voltage biasV
applied between the leads. The boundary conditions impo
on a given scattering state are the following: In the sou
lead the wave function is an initial propagating mode plu
sum over reflected propagating and evanescent modes
the molecule the wave function is a linear combination
atomic orbitals; in the drain the wave function is a sum o
transmitted propagating and evanescent modes. From
calculated scattering states we evaluate the transmis
probability T(E) for an electron to scatter at energyE from
one lead to the other via the molecular junction. The curr
is then calculated via the Landauer expression23,24

I ~V!5
2e2

h E dE T~E!@F~ms ,T!2F~md ,T!#, ~1!

where F(m,T) is the equilibrium Fermi distribution with
ms/d5EF6eV/2 the source/drain electrochemical potentia
EF the common Fermi energy, andT is the temperature. The
differential conductance is calculated by taking the deri
tive of the current with respect to bias voltage,dI/dV.

The transmission probability and differential conductan
were calculated for each of the systems depicted in Fig
Sec. II. We simulate the junction region using gold clust
to which we attach the BDT molecule~s!. Each ~100! gold
cluster consists of a 434, 333, and 232 layer of atoms,
forming a 29 atom cluster which forms each tip of the me
break junction.@In the case of on-site binding, an extra go
atom is placed on top of the 232 layer as shown in Fig
1~b!.# The full s, p, d set of gold valence orbitals is used
model these clusters except where it is explicitly stated o
erwise. The BDT molecule consists of a benzene ring w
the 1 and 4 hydrogens replaced with sulfur atoms. For
case where we consider overlapping BDT molecules,
end remains a thiol, which has a hydrogen bonded to
sulfur as shown in Fig. 1~c!. The sulfur atoms that bond t
the gold are positioned 2 Å from the ends of the gold cl
ters. We use the standard extended Hu¨ckel parameters31 to
represent the valence orbitals of each atom in the system
evaluate the necessary site energies, hopping energies
overlaps that make up the Hamiltonian and overlap matr
that go into the solution of Schro¨dinger’s equation. We attac
to this molecular junction, semi-infinite 535 simple cubic
multimode leads to act as source and drain. Each atom in
lead is simulated using just a single goldlike s orbital. W
include disorder by randomly displacing each atom in
gold clusters by a distance consistent with the Debye-wa
factor for gold. For the BDT molecule, we consider rando
displacements of each atom in the plane of the ring. We
this to approximate the vibrational disorder that will b
present in the above systems at room temperature. Fo
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overlapping ring system, we consider one molecule to
sume a random tilt angle~between 20 and 40°) with respe
to the normal from the gold surface and then orient the s
ond BDT molecule so that its ring is oriented perpendicu
to the first, allowing for 20° fluctuations. We impose ste
constraints by demanding that the atoms between the
BDT molecules be at distances>3 Å. The transmission
probabilities shown below are the average of transmiss
probabilities over 20 atomic configurations for each syst
shown in Sec. II.

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the average transmission probab
ity is shown as a function of incident electron energy for t
two cases where a single molecule bridges the break ju
tion. The case of binding over a hollow site is shown in F
2~a!. There are several broad resonances where strong tr
mission occurs. These resonances are due to highly hyb
ized molecule/gold states, with the resonances belo
210 eV being due to the molecular HOMO states and th
above 29 eV arising from the LUMO states. The wea
resonance at28.2 eV is due to the LUMOp* state which
is localized on the benzene ring. Similar behavior can
seen for the solid line in Fig. 2~b! which corresponds to the
on-site binding configuration. The resonances occur
slightly different incident energies due to the different h
bridization which arises from the different coupling of th
molecule to the metal contacts. The multiple resonances
28.2 eV are due to the single LUMO state. Because c
pling to it is weak, the effects of disorder are most clea

FIG. 2. Calculated average transmission probability at zero
plied bias over 20 different atomic configurations for~a! the system
shown in Fig. 1~a!, ~b! Fig. 1~b!, and~c! Fig. 1~c!.
2-4
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MODELS OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 235412
seen, as the energy level shifts due to vibrational effects
note is the dashed curve in Fig. 2~b!. This corresponds to a
calculation where only gold valences orbitals are used. In
this case, thep states of the HOMO and LUMO are muc
more weakly coupled to the gold because of the orthogo
ity between thes orbital and thep orbitals. The magnitude
of the transmission is down significantly. However, the so
curve, which corresponds to using all the valence orbitals
gold, reveals that there is in fact strong electrical coupl
even in the situation where the sulfurs bind directly ove
single gold atom. The HOMO states couple to the valencd
orbitals of gold while the LUMO states couple to thep or-
bitals as well. Hence, extended Hu¨ckel theory predicts the
electrical coupling to be strong for both hollow site and o
site binding situations.

Because of the strong electrical coupling, the calcula
conductance of the molecular junction for the above t
configurations is much higher than that foun
experimentally.1 This is shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, in
which we present the calculated differential conductance
the two cases. The Fermi energy was chosen to be29 eV,
which is consistent for the parameters used for gold in
above simulations. The peaks in the differential conducta
can be attributed to conduction through the hybridiz
LUMO and HOMO states. Quantitatively, the conductanc
in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are 2–3 orders of magnitude great
than those found experimentally.

FIG. 3. Calculated differential conductance at room tempera
assuming a Fermi energy of29 eV for each configuration~a!, ~b!,
and ~c! shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2~c! shows the average transmission probabil
for the configurations of two overlapping molecules that a
described in Sec. II. Because of the weak electrical coup
between the two BDT molecules, the overall magnitude
down by 2–3 orders from Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.32 With the
weaker coupling, the molecular resonances are sharper a
broadening due to hybridization is reduced. The additio
resonances at the LUMO are now due not only to vibratio
disorder but also to the fact that the wave function over
between the two molecules results in a splitting of the alm
degenerate LUMO levels. In the limit of averaging over
infinite number of configurations these peaks would sm
into one broad peak. Figure 3~c! shows the calculated differ
ential conductance at room temperature for the case of o
lapping molecules. The first rise in conductance is due
resonant transmission between the LUMO of the molecu
The second rise can be attributed to transmission between
next LUMO state and also the HOMO state. The qualitat
and quantitativeagreement with the experimental data1 is
quite striking: Not only do the features in the calculated d
ferential conductance curve appear at same values of the
as in the experimental data, but alsothe magnitude of the
calculated conductance is close to that which was obser
in the experiment.

We now address briefly the effects that the changes in
self-consistent potential that result from the bias applied
tween the contacts should have on the transport results
the above differential conductance plots were calcula
from the transmission probabilities evaluated at zero bias
a test of the sensitivity of our results to such corrections
calculated the transmission probabilities at several app
voltage biases for all the above systems making plaus
assumptions regarding the form of the self-consistent po
tial profile across the molecule. For cases~a! and ~b! which
had only a single molecule bridging the junction, it was a
sumed that the voltage drops only at the metal contacts~an
assumption that is supported qualitatively by the results
self-consistent calculations for some strongly coupled m
lecular wire systems26–28! and determined that the reso
nances do not shift appreciably. For the case of overlapp
molecules, we assumed that 75% of the voltage drops
tween the two molecules while the other 25% drops at
metal contacts~this is a simple assumption which may o
may not reflect the true potential profile of the system!. We
found that the resonances do shift somewhat and that
transmission probability is asymmetric as a function of vo
age for a given configuration of the two overlapping mo
ecules. This might lead one to conclude that the conductan
properties then must also be asymmetric as a function
voltage, which would be in disagreement with what w
found experimentally.1 However, because all possible orie
tations of the two molecules are being sampled in the cou
of a measurement, for each orientation of the two molecu
the mirror image of that orientation will also occur. For e
ample, given configuration A of the overlapping molecule
and configuration B being its mirror image, we found t
following relations between transmission probabilitie
TA(E,V)ÞTA(E,2V), but TA(E,V)5TB(E,2V). The total
transmission at nonzero bias in this system will be an av

re
2-5
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ELDON G. EMBERLY AND GEORGE KIRCZENOW PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 235412
age over configurations A and their mirror images B, yie
ing T(E,V)51/2̂ TA(E,V)1TB(E,V)&51/2̂ TA(E,V)
1TA(E,2V)& which is symmetric as a function of voltage
Hence, the situation where the current would be carried
overlapping molecules does yield symmetric differential co
ductance characteristics consistent with what was found
perimentally. It is also important to note that the orders
magnitude of the differential conductances calculated for
model configurations~a!, ~b!, and~c! did not change overal
when these changes were made in our model potential
files, further supporting the validity of our conclusions.

The present interpretation of the results of the BDT/
break junction experiment1 may be tested experimentally b
carrying out measurements on a system in which the SA
consist of molecules such that only one end of the molec
may bond chemically to a gold contact. In an experim
where SAM’s of high coverage are allowed to form on bo
contacts, we predict that similar behavior to that observe
the BDT/Au break junction experiment1 should be seen
namely, very weak conductance and symmetricdI/dV as a
function of applied bias. If the current is actually being c
ried via a single molecule, then we would expect asymme
conductance due to the asymmetric coupling of the sin
molecule to the metal contacts.

We have modeled the transport properties of two overl
ping SAM’s made of SC6H4S-CH3 molecules. This molecule

FIG. 4. Transport properties of two overlapping BDT molecul
each capped with a single methyl (CH3) group on one end.~a!
Average transmission probability over 20 different atomic config
rations.~b! Calculated differential conductance at room temperat
assuming a Fermi energy of29 eV.
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is the same as a BDT molecule except that one of the sul
is capped by a methyl group. The methyl group should
form a chemical bond with the gold surface. Hence the m
ecule will only bond chemically to the gold via the sulfur
the end of the molecule not capped with the methyl gro
When the break junction is brought together, the molecu
on the gold tips should overlap but not be able to form
chemical bond to a second gold tip. Thus the possibility o
single molecule bonding symmetrically to the two gold ti
is ruled out in this experiment andfor dense SAM’sthe domi-
nant path for electron transport will be from one molecule
the other. Figure 4~a! shows the average transmission pro
ability for this system. The magnitude is similar to that
Fig. 2~c!. The differences between the transmission proba
ity of BDT and that of BDT capped with a methyl group
due to the slightly different orbitals that arise by cappi
with the CH3. The calculated differential conductance
shown in Fig. 4~b!. Again it displays features similar to thos
for the overlapping BDT molecules. The first rise in condu
tance is again due to resonant transport through the LUM
of the two molecules. This is followed by a sharp rise
conductance corresponding to the strong resonance with
HOMO near 3 volts. Hence we predict that capped BD
molecules should yield similar transport characteristics
those of BDT when the two dense SAM’s overlap.

Finally we argue that for a measurement where the SA
density is low, and only a single molecule of the CH3-capped
BDT bridges the gap, asymmetric differential conductan
should result. Because of the weak coupling at one cont
the system is asymmetric and the transport characteristic
negative bias will be different from those at positive bias.
verify this we have calculated the transmission probabi
for this system at an applied bias of22 V, 0 V and12 V
which is shown in Fig. 5. A simple potential profile wa
assumed—the potential drops linearly across the weak c
tact.~We base this assumption on self-consistent calculati
which have shown that in systems that have a weak con

,

-
e

FIG. 5. Transmission probability as a function of incident ele
tron energy for several applied biases for a single BDT molec
capped with a single methyl (CH3) group on one end in a gold
break junction.~Solid line: 0 V; short-dash line:22 V; long-dash
line: 2 V.!
2-6
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the potential drops roughly linearly across the gap.28! It can
be seen that the transmission probability for the case wh
the applied bias is22 V ~short-dash! is different from the
12 V ~long-dash! situation. Because of this asymmetry, t
differential conductance will not be symmetric betwe
negative and positive bias. Although a simple potential p
file was assumed, we believe that qualitatively similar res
would also be obtained if the potential were calculated s
consistently. Hence, a single BDT-CH3 molecule in a break-
junction should display asymmetric transport characteris
as a function of applied bias. We predict that qualitative
similar behavior should be seen for benzene-thiol SAM’s
well.

It should also be noted that the strengths of the transm
sion resonances in Fig. 5 are considerably larger than th
in Fig. 4~a!. This implies that the magnitude of the condu
tance of a break junction bridged by a single BDT-CH3 mol-
ecule can be larger overall than the conductance of an o
lapping pair in a junction with dense SAM’s, even though t
methyl group does not bond chemically to the gold.~Here we
have assumed that the gold surface is clean with no adso
between it and the methyl group.! Within our model this
result is consistent with the observation that the measu
resistance~1 M ohm at a 1 V bias! of the junction bridged by
a single molecule in the second experiment6 is much smaller
than the resistance measured in the first experiment.1

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have proposed a model of electri
conduction through self-assembled molecular monolay
r,

an

J.
n

n

c.

m
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that bridge mechanically controlled metal break junctions.
this model each molecule bonds chemically to only one
the contacts. For dense SAM’s the dominant electric curr
path is through two overlapping molecules each of th
bonded to a different metal electrode whereas for dil
SAM’s the current flows through a single molecule. T
model accounts quantitatively for the experimental findin
of Reedet al.1 on electron transport through gold break jun
tions containing benzene-dithiol SAM’s, including the ma
nitude of the measured differential conductance that was
explained satisfactorily in previous theoretical work. T
model also accounts qualitatively for the striking differenc
between the experimental results of Reedet al.1 and the
more recent measurements of Reichertet al.6 on a somewhat
different system, namely the asymmetry of the curre
voltage characteristics and the much larger size of the dif
ential conductance found in latter experiments. We have a
presented calculations of electron transport through br
junctions containing both dense and dilute SAM’s
SC6H4S-CH3 molecules. Experiments on these syste
should provide a convincing test of the validity of the prese
model.
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